
These are three “collective statements,” made up of all of the words of all participants as they wrote them 
down during the June general meeting.  Collective statements represent a diversity of viewpoints complied 
together to suggest overlap and relationships between ideas, encompassing both agreement and divergence. 
They are not “consensus statements,”  because they are not, and are not intended to be, a joint agreement.

DRAFT — Worst Possible Outcomes 
of planning for growth in Eugene.

No consensus - loggerheads. Planning with status quo methods — not using sustainable 
building practices. No one will listen and my voice wonʼt be recognizable or my ideas 
ignored. “Waste of time and frustrated and angry.” The same log jam that produces no 
outcome and the state comes in and makes decision for us on the UGB. 

No bad outcome by participating in process. 

UGB expanded eliminating Eugene greenbelts. Extend growth boundary to destroy 
farmland and wild areas. Extend UGB out instead of densifying by allowing mixed-use 
development in commercial areas and some industrial. Sprawl to Junction City/Veneta/
Lorraine. Destroying agricultural land by expanding UGB. City boundaries expand so there 
is too much sprawl and farmlands are eliminated. The maximum number of additional 
required dwellings are planned outside of current boundaries.

Putting additional suburban development on farmland. Using outlying farmland for housing 
development.

Not improving public transportation to ease driving. City/County resources allocated to 
road/highway expansion. Cars over people. Making plans that assume continued low cost 
gasoline, and are therefore useless for our probable future.

Overpopulation with no planning. No zoning. Sprawl, grayscape, cementscape, alienation. 
Run away development of single family homes without plan for transit.  More traffic and 
congestion. More big box stores and malls. More giant houses built around the edges.

Not enough open space. Sprawl and degradation of natural environments. Build in wetland 
areas. 

High rises/high density (adhere to 6-story code). Neighborhoods become so filled in it looks 
like a city.

DRAFT — Best Possible Outcomes 
of working together to plan how Eugene should grow.

More time for community discussion and consensus building. Consensus - community 
discussion, not polarized. NO MORE STATUS QUO PLANNING.

Sense of place with particular character as outgrowth of people. Preserve neighborhoods. 
Preserve what little we have left in way of character, history — and somehow revitalize 
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downtown so that large portion of growing population can live in downtown — and small 
outlying nodes so donʼt have to drive so much. 

Paradigm shift so that everything not based on growth, but rather sustainability. Not 
assume that we have to grow in population as much as predicted. Donʼt assume Eugene 
has to grow so much. Choosing whether to grow vs. believing we have to grow. Take step 
to discourage rather than facilitate it. Limit or stop growth. Negative population growth. 

Downtown is lively and thrilling. Build up downtown. Build up downtown to create energy of 
town center. Building housing downtown for seniors and retired people who want to give up 
their 4 bedroom 3000sf houses for families with children. Make a car free zone downtown.

Public transit is a real alternative to private autos. Expand mass transit and bike friendly. 
Transportation. Better public transportation. Bus system that runs to all parts of Eugene at 
all days and times. Expand transit system. More bus/mass transit lines and incentives.

Centralized, mixed-use neighborhoods. Smarter development that is both dense with 
beautiful common space such as gardens, etc. 

That we maintain our UGB as is: That we are as efficient as possible using available lands 
using brownfields, abandoned schools etc. More great nodal development. Infill downtown 
— well-designed apartment buildings — reclaim and develop brownfields. Complete 
reclamation of brownfields. 

NOT expand UGB — but densify smartly. That Eugene would grow up not out and that no 
farming land be lost. Donʼt allow urban sprawl. Maintain current city boundary, develop 
“green belt” around city, accommodate projected growth via in-fill and going vertical in 
downtown.

If UGB must be expanded, then fingers, no on best ag land. Utilizing/maximizing areas in 
current boundary. Limit growth (not none). Develop housing around Lane Community 
College to lessen commuter auto traffic. Build housing around LCC for students.  A slightly 
larger Eugene of the 70ʼs with a dense, vibrant downtown (with mixed use zoning which 
prioritizes housing). 

That we practice sustainable methods in future development. Focus on using sustainable 
building practices. Buildings that can be repaired and maintained without oil-based 
products (or much much less). Solar heating. Regulation on house sizes. Allow no more 
huge houses to be built. New code to limit sq ft. of new home construction.  New homes 
built efficiently in terms of space and energy. New building will be sustainable 100 year 
construction, low energy (PassivHouse) etc. 

Neighborhoods - more places you can WALK TO — small grocery stores to to buy milk and 
eggs — small coffee/tea shops to meet friends — more local social life. Sustainable 
neighborhoods. Neighborhoods with necessary services (schools, shopping, community 
gardens, etc.), access to mass transit, bike trails. Expand bike routes. Housing consistent 
with neighborhoods. 
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Keep neighbor groups close. Multi-generational [variety ?] within neighborhood. A growth 
plan that includes diversified housing that would encourage families with small children to 
move and stay in Eugene. 

Everyone needs to help small businesses stay in business. Close big box stores. 
Relocalize food and businesses. Business people employ people, who make wages, to buy 
products. Stop chasing business to Springfield.

To share with others in the peaceful enjoyment of city space and commit to the 
environmentally sound and sensitive evolvement of growth.

Development threats to open space and farmlands eliminated. Focus on preserving 
farmlands, wild areas. Save farm land. Save all farm land. 

Protected spaces for wildlife, growing food, recreating. Protection of the commons; social, 
nature, communication and recreation. Greater protection and stewardship of the commons 
(open space, pedestrian access, bike friendly, forest/agricultural). Land for community 
gardens. More farms, gardening. Greenspace and wise use of building [ ? ] to help create 
community between [humans ?] and [ ? ] and their ecosystems.

Make sure there are open spaces throughout Eugene. Nature corridors. 

DRAFT — What I Might Do to Help

Stay engaged in the process. Increase my involvement in city planning - attend meetings, 
provide educated input. Attend next Envision Eugene forum.

I would meet with neighbors to decide what would be best for our neighborhood. Want to 
focus on and participate [on] a neighborhood. Support Neighborhood Association/Activities. 

I would like to help protect the environment and wildlife. Protect wildlife and nature in 
general. Help get rid of invasive species. I can volunteer to remove invasive plant species 
on my property and city park lands.

The city employees have their own agenda. Voters have expressed their views in the past, 
only to fall on deaf ears.  i.e.assisted suicide, 5 no votes on the library only to have the city 
turn around and use urban renewal funds. West Eugene Parkway. The City purchased the 
old Sears building for future library without a structural engineer evaluation only to tear it 
down.

I can[nʼt?] attend more meetings - but Iʼm now at these meetings so weʼll see. I could keep 
better informed on what is happening in Eugene and contact those involved as to my 
opposition or support.
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Attend next Envision Eugene meeting. Follow Envision Eugene/participate as possible. 
Could speak at Envision Eugene meetings, if there is an opportunity. Help document the 
Envision we want. Attend Envision Eugene meetings if: in July or later, need notice well in 
advance (can attend sometimes it depends on circumstances). I wish the Envision Eugene 
process could be extended: longer time, more viewpoints, more possible futures (not just 
extension of current trends). (Perhaps this belongs on the “best” index card.)

Attend city council meetings and express my concerns. Help in schools. Reduce racism. 

With limited time, I need help in figuring out best use of my efforts. Not sure. I need 
information readily available - who to write to? Is email as useful as paper? Me - no public 
speaking. 

Participation at many levels: land use activism, campaign management, lobbying, financial 
contribution. Write letters to appropriate people. Continue to help on the EWEB Riverfront 
as a part of Envision Eugene.

What I can/will do: VOTE.  & spend my money wisely. More car-free days.

Iʼm very good at identifying buildability of vacant lands and possible lands being considered 
for inclusion to new UGB.

Show everyone Albert Bartlettʼs video. Present Dr. Albert Bartlet talk to city.

Edgewood Pool Community Garden. Community garden at the Edgewood Community Pool 
and Garden.

Promote awareness of sustainability practices.  Promote sustainable growth - public 
transportation and any of the other things that I feel are important such as farms/wildlife/
livability. Work on a comprehensive expansion of bike paths. Work on building local food 
network. 

Join with neighbors in sustainability circles supporting urban gardens/green (parks?) and 
shared food resources. Community gardens. Food security.

Continue my work. Walk my talk.
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